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NIVAH - SAKSHAM’22

NIVAH, the social sector arm of IIT Delhi’s Department of Management Studies, strives to sensitize MBA students by generating awareness about societal challenges in order to develop future leaders. One such endeavour in this direction is Annual CSR Conclave - Saksham

The goal is to provide a platform for students to interact with the business leaders and grasp the importance of building a valued environment in businesses rather than simply a responsibility-sharing mode. The theme for this year’s panel discussion was The Road to Zero Carbon: Carbon, Climate and CSR.

PANEL MEMBERS:

Mr. Gaurav Mehta - Senior Vice President, DCB Bank
Mr. Khurram Naayaab - General Manager (CSR & Operations), Vedanta Limited
Mr. Mathew Mathai - Director, Deloitte India
Mr. P Rama Kishore - Head - Group CSR, Indian Oil Corporation Limited
Mr. Saurabh Jain - Founder, Fun2Do Labs
Mr. Tara Chand - Head - CSR, Oaknorth India
Mr. Yash Pal Singh - Head - HR, Ebro India Pvt Limited

The panel discussion was moderated by Mr. Saurabh Jain.

During the discussion, Mr. Saurabh Jain laid emphasis on how companies can utilize their CSR activities for marketing promotions. He provided various examples of utilizing CSR activities for marketing purposes thereby achieving organizational goals along with sustainability. He also mentioned there should be intention from top management from their heart rather than being forced by the government laws to bring changes in the current situation.
Taking the discussion forward, Mr. Yash Pal Singh highlighted the importance of sustainability in the growth of an organization. He mentioned that without sustainable development, businesses will not be able to sustain as the end users will not survive. He discussed various initiatives taken by their organization in order to help the farmers to improve their livelihoods along with environmental sustainability.

Mr. Tara C. discussed the limitations of CSR coverage by government regulations. He mentioned how frequent changes in government policies demotivate the organizations to undergo CSR activities due to uncertainty. He also discussed how CSR can be used as a strategic tool for mitigating climate change by undertaking tree plantations and providing alternate energy sources to individuals.

Mr. Khurram Naayab emphasized on their organization’s ESG goal of achieving net zero carbon. He also mentioned that quantitatively CSR is a subset of sustainability whereas qualitatively CSR directly affects the people. CSR activities impact individuals, businesses and also society.

Mr. P. Rama Kishore highlighted various steps being considered by their organization in order to become Carbon neutral. Some of the steps are analysis of current carbon consumption, working on utilizing energy, implementation of alternative energy sources and finally implementing Carbon Capture Utilization and Storage techniques.

Mr. Mathew Mathai provided various examples on how corporations are changing the way they look at sustainability. He mentioned differences in CSR activities undertaken in developed countries and developing countries and the necessary policies to improve the sustainability efforts by the corporations.

Mr. Gaurav Mehta mentioned that some of the organizations were willing to accept climate change and decided to work on reducing their impact whereas some organizations were not even accepting climate change there by continuing their operations in the same manner. He also mentioned that financial institutions can play a larger role in sustainable activities by providing financial assistance to organizations transiting from their normal operations to more environmentally friendly processes.

DMS, IIT Delhi would like to express gratitude to all of the panelists for devoting their time to share their views in an engaging and informative session. DMS, IIT Delhi, is constantly looking forward to having such meaningful industrial collaborations with the goal of sowing seeds of social responsibility and the determination to contribute selflessly to society.
Alumni Relations Committee

Acharya Student Mentorship Program

This is the flagship and a long-standing alumni interaction program run by the Alumni Relations Committee, which engages prominent alumni leaders in various sectors to take the role of a mentor for the DMS second-year students. It was conducted over a period of 6 months. The mentorship program included one-on-one sessions to help the students understand the nuances of the domain he/she wishes to work in and get ready for the corporate journey.

Additionally, mock interviews were conducted to help students crack the PPIs and placement interviews along with the workshop session where the alumni provided tips and tricks on the post-MBA career journey to the entire senior batch of 2023.

The idea paved the way for strengthening our bond with the alumni. It involved collaboration between the mentors and the students in a timely manner. The Alumni Relations Committee successfully managed the complete program by being the interface between the mentors and the students. It started by rolling out the interest form to the students and further the mentors were allotted as per the domain interest of the students.

The following domains were covered as part of the program:

- Consulting & Strategy
- IT & Analytics
- Finance
- Sales & Marketing
- Operations & Supply Chain
- Product Management

The students created an Individual Development Plan which helped the mentors to understand the expectations of the students and further lay down the foundation for the entire programme.

The program ended with a workshop that gives a platform for the mentors to share valuable and relevant domain knowledge with the mentees which would help them in the final interview process and their careers. The focus was on the current trends in the industry, important skill sets required for acing the interviews, and clearing doubts relating to it.
Alumni Day & Pre-Convocation

The Alumni Relations Committee of the Department of Management Studies (DMS), IIT Delhi hosted the annual Pre-Convocation meet for the outgoing batches of 2020-2022 Full-time MBA, 2019-2022 Executive MBA along with Ph.D. students graduating in 2022. The event was collaborated with the Alumni Day Celebration for the entire alumni base of DMS, IIT Delhi, starting from the first batch of 1997-1999 and onwards. The event was graced by the esteemed Head of the Department Prof. Mahim Sagar Sir, Faculty Coordinators (Alumni Relations Committee) Prof. Harish Chaudhry Sir and Prof. Jitendra Madaan Sir, and other faculty members.

The event evening transpired with the keynotes of the dignitaries, filled with incredible knowledge and guidance for the future of the alumni and the outgoing batches. It was followed by the felicitation of the achievers of the batches of 2018-2020, 2018-2021, 2019-2021, 2019-2022, and 2020-2022; followed by an honorable felicitation of the alumni who guided the batch of 2021-2023 Full-time MBA course, by being a part of the Acharya Student Mentorship Program. The event was also enriched by cultural performances prepared by the students of the current senior and junior batches, as well as the talented alumni. The event also consisted of a set of fun events and a walk down memory lane for the alumni with their old photos and memories. Lastly, the event ended with a beautiful memory wall and photo corner for the alumni clubbed with a dinner arranged at the DMS lawns.

We, the Alumni Relations Committee, wish luck to the outgoing batch for their future endeavors and welcome them to our alumni family. To the existing alumni base, we wish them a lifetime of luck and achievements, and hope that this bond between them and the institute continues forever!
Alumni Mock PI

Continuing the legacy of DMS, the alumni mock interviews were kicked off this year to provide an enhanced learning experience to first-year students. The students got an opportunity to hone their soft skills and face a mock interview guided by prominent alumni of DMS who are in various leadership positions. They provided insights on the best practices in an interview process, areas of expertise to improve upon, and feedback sessions to help students improve their weak areas. Around 20 alumni leaders provided their valuable time to help first-year students reach their maximum potential. The program was strategically organized in August to help the students in their summer internship process.
The Sports Committee of DMS, IIT Delhi successfully organized the very first Alumni Sports Meet on 6th November 2022. The event saw 8 alumni compete against the MBA 2023 batch in a 60-min (+10 min. break) 7vs7 Futsal match.
Building an Entrepreneurial Mindset

“Winners don’t do different things, they do things differently”

Sashakt, successfully organized the seminar on the theme “Building an Entrepreneurial Mindset” under the Nirmaan Series. Through this series, we learn from the Leading Entrepreneurs about the trends and their opinion on the various matters of interest for budding Entrepreneurs.

Sashakt in its second seminar of the year had the pleasure to host Mr. Shiv Khera at Vishwakarma Bhavan, Department of Management Studies, IIT Delhi. He is an International Bestselling Author, Public Speaker, and Entrepreneur. His book “You Can Win” has sold over 9 million copies in 21 languages. Over 100,000 people have attended his dynamic global workshop, and millions have heard him as a Keynote Speaker.
In this interactive and lively event, students heard from him the fundamental elements of success and how to develop them to become successful in the Corporate world or in one’s own venture. This event witnessed enthusiastic participation from an audience of multiple backgrounds ranging from postgraduates, executives to doctoral fellows, and the participants left the hall gaining many meaningful insights and inspiration along with several goodies and books that Mr. Khera kindly gifted.

What’s your story? Series

Sashakt, successfully released the 5th episode of the podcast series “What’s your story?” Through this podcast series, students learned so far about the ideation journeys, challenges that are generally faced by the founders in the initial stage, adapting to the change, and adjusting to the requirements to create the perfect product-market fit from leading Entrepreneurs. The 25 minutes video gives us learnings and throws light on the various aspects of entrepreneurship and how one can form a commendable team of workforce and resources to make a successful and impactful startup journey.

In the latest episode, Mr. Akash Gupta, Co-Founder, and CEO of Zypp Electric. Zypp services deliver groceries, medicines, food, and e-commerce packages from point A to point B through their IoT and AI-enabled scooters. The company allows delivery riders and last-mile-delivery companies to rent electric scooters for their operations. Mr. Akash Gupta interacted with our students and provided valuable insights into how entrepreneurs should deal with the challenges on their entrepreneurship journey and how a typical entrepreneur should look for problems in society and provides products and services that add value to improve the lives of people. It also has some interesting thoughts on the future of electric mobility in inter-city logistics and the future plans of Zypp Electric in this market segment.
Industry Interaction Committee

HORIZON ‘22

The Industry Interaction Committee conducted Horizon’22, the Annual HR conclave, at Department of Management Studies IIT-Delhi. The conclave was divided into two segments:

Panel 1: Tailoring HR Strategy to the Changing Business Environment
Panel 2: Evolving Workforce: Redefining Skills for the Future

The Panel 1 discussion involved around the importance of leadership by capacity building, the impact team members as individuals and as a group can have on the company’s success, the reasoning behind investing in EBA (Emotional Bank Account), tailoring strategy to showcase to employees how a certain direction will benefit their career growth, why talent retention is so crucial towards strategic success, how organisational structure can be a driving force in achieving success, how the CHRO is as important as the CEO, difference between organic and inorganic growth, and ensuring that company employees are the right fit in the right position.

The Panel 2 discussion involved understanding concepts such as holistic learning and development of employees, transformation of HR roles with time, improving value proposition to employees, using HR strategy to identify opportunities and learning from them, using goal setting as the outcome driver, combination of empathetic values and expectations in achieving performance management, importance of having employees that can adapt to different roles, tailoring strategy as per the requirement of different workforce, work culture being more important than ever in 2022, ensuring that employee experience is considered, mapping the employee experience journey, and importance of valuing and recognising the efforts of employees.

To conclude, both panel discussions revolved around HR topics relevant in today’s corporate environment. This discussion ensured that students learn and grow from the interactive HR conclave and can use the learning from Horizon’22 in their post-MBA journey, whether in personal or professional life.
In today’s era of volatility, there is no other way but to reinvent. The only sustainable advantage you can have over others is agility. The esteemed leaders started speaking on the theme by building on the above-mentioned line. India today along with the talent that we have in store is actually going to build on India tomorrow. Technology has transformed the world completely and we have to be ahead of the curve. The examples mentioned were of Netflix and Grofers where in they became market leaders by leveraging the technology. The same can be seen at the macro level where in India launched the digital currency.

The leaders then talked about how important it is to be number one. The leaders came to a consensus that being number one is subjective. For example, Google was not the first one to start search engine. Also, 47% of the start-ups who wants to sell something fail. Mr. Mansingh mentioned an interesting anecdote about the Himalayan Car Rally wherein if you skid, you are done. Hence, it is more important to be on the race than to win it.

The leaders further did a comparative analysis of Pace and Success. The one which is more important depends on the matrix you are in. If you are in a new market, you should focus on pace, and if you are in a more mature market, you should focus on success. For example, Pringles took 12 years to launch their product, but when they didn’t meet consumer demand, they came back stronger.

If we compare Data and Common sense, it’s not one or the other. It depends on the combination that there are. Data is like a compass which gives direction and common sense is required to use that data. It’s a judgement decision which will be there with human beings for foreseeable future.

Sustainability depends on 3P which is People, Planet, and Profit. Since the tipping point is not very far, accounting is becoming even more important. Government and Businesses should bring laws to work on it. When we focus on sustainability, we move from Linear Economy to Circular Economy which is focusing on closed loop. Indians are already a part of the circular economy.

In the end, leaders talked about the fact that there are no short-term losers but long-term winners if you continue the journey.
New Consulting Frontiers in India: Moving up the value chain through Capability Development

To get Game-Changing results, start focusing on Game-Changing thoughts

With this thought and super successful 1st session the leaders commenced the 2nd session of Strategia ’22. There was a deep discussion on the expansion of consulting as a industry from 2-3 core domains to multiple domains. There are 2 reasons why consultants are needed by any organisation: Bandwidth loss and Capability development.

The entire consulting process can be divided into 3 major components:

- Technology development
- Team Training
- Infrastructure Development

It was rightly highlighted by Mr. Vik Bahl that technology provides a much-needed upper edge in problem dealing which eventually leads to problem solving. This was a waking point for most of the students as majority have an engineering background. There was a very deep discussion regarding on-the-job training, cross functional knowledge, and disadvantages of working in silos.

Mr. Uma Shankar Acharya, partner in ESOP Direct highlighted about various nitty-gritties of ESOP options. He talked about various stakeholders like regulators and employees. There was an insightful session on how inputs from different CXO level leaders influence stock benefits for employees and how it is beneficial for corporate growth.
Leaders highlighted on how the consulting industry is becoming competitive day by day and the struggle which takes place even for a 40-minute slot with a high-profile client. Basically, any consulting assignment can be divided into 3 core steps including problem solving, story telling and awareness.

Ms. Bhargavi Swadia talked about how consultants these days need to be more client aware and how client sustainability is of utmost importance. Leaders highlighted how times have changed and how client now actually want the partners to sit and truly solve the problem systematically and not superficial inputs.

Mr. Vik further talked about how consultants try to sow seeds of trust and look for a long term relation with clients. He also mentioned that he is basically lived out of suitcase in pre covid times and how technology immensely helped to keep the profession relevant and lively. The session came to a fruitful end with leaders motivating students to hone their skills and build up required business acumen to succeed.
The Disha Webinar 2022 was conducted on 26th October 2022. Disha is an initiative by the Media & PR Cell of DMS IIT Delhi, which is intended to provide the budding marketers of the department with a platform to get to know the latest marketing trends from the industry leaders themselves. The theme of this year’s event was “Adapting marketing strategies over time in an organization”, and to address our students we had an extreme leader Mr. Vinod Das - Head of Marketing Services and Business Development, Berger Paints India. With a vast industry experience of more than 3 decades, he shared his views on changing marketing strategies in different business domains.

Due to the rapid growth of technology and the changing nature of marketing, it has become extremely difficult to adapt marketing techniques. Digital marketing services have exceeded traditional marketing services, changing even the four Ps approach that is used to govern marketing efforts. Instead of “renting attention,” businesses today employ different strategies of marketing to entice new clients, foster relationships, and produce leads.
TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD 2022

“Teachers can change lives with just the right mix of chalk and challenges.” - Joyce Meyer.

On the occasion of Teacher’s Day, Professor Seema Sharma and Professor Suchi Sinha were honored with the Teaching Excellence award. Teaching Excellence Awards are announced for the teachers who inspire and shape the thoughts of the students with a continued commitment to teaching.

We had the good fortune to interview Professor Shuchi Sinha to understand more about her teaching style. These are some of the highlights of the interview:

**What inspired you to make a career in academia?**

“I was very excited about teaching from very early on, when I was in college, I had teachers who always inspired me, also as a faculty you keep connected with what happening on the ground and keep interacting with curious minds. The students help me keep learning new things, and this process is quite exciting”.

**What is the best thing that you learn from the students?**

“The classes are very vibrant and the students are multitasking. What they read they apply to the real-world scenario. The kind of discussion that they bring to the table opens up new dimensions of discussions. A lot of free critical thinking in various dimensions that I learn from them. With each batch the learning curve is different”.

**How was your online teaching experience?**

“It was a sudden change to go online and it was a bit challenging. The main challenge was to have a personalized interaction with the students, in an online context the dynamics of managing curiosity were a bit difficult. Although I have been teaching the course for a while, online teaching adds up a new layer of learning dynamics.”
 ELSEVIER’S TOP 2% OF SCIENTISTS STUDY

“What is research but a blind date with knowledge?” – Will Harvey

The world’s top 2% of scientists study, is published annually and aims to identify the world’s top 2 percent of scientists using standardized information on citations, h-index, co-authorship adjusted hm-index, citations to papers in different authorship positions, and a composite indicator. The study produces lists of career-long and single recent-year impacts.

We are pleased to claim that our own professors namely Prof. P. Vigneswara Ilavarasan, Prof. Arpan K Kar, Prof. Ravi Shankar, Prof. Sushil have been included in the recently published list pf the World’s Top 2% Researchers.

We had the good fortune to interview Professor P. Vigneswara Ilavarasan to understand more about his teaching style.

P. Vigneswara Ilavarasan (Ph.D. – IIT Kanpur) is a professor of information systems at the Dept. of Management Studies, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi. He researches and teaches about the interaction of information and communication technologies (ICTs), society & business.

These are some of the highlights of the interview:

• Can you elaborate on the top 2 percentile research work?

When someone uses your research paper they refer or give citations to your work, this shows what kind of papers are read by what kind of researchers. So, the ranking identifies whose work is cited most and top 2% of the scientists are picked up.
It shows
1.) How your work is relevant to the people.
2.) Whether you are looking for emerging areas where people like to read more about it.

What is the difference between research work in India and foreign universities?

As I have been fortunate to visit many global institutions, The major difference I see is
1.) Infrastructure
2.) Quality of fellow researchers (in terms of Ph.D. Students) is high in foreign universities.

For example—
Like there are students coming from various countries and you would be able to interact with cream students from various countries. Apart from global experience in terms of research work, there is not much difference between us and them.

What is your favourite book or any recommendation for us?

I can give my recommendation
1.) A Social Strategy by Mikolaj Sikorski— It’s from the course I teach on social media, it talks about how digital platforms are making use of unmet social needs and desires of people to bring in certain marketing techniques.

2.) The Anarchy by William Dalrymple – It is for students who love history and business. It is about the East India Company and how they rose to power in India and gained control over the entire subcontinent and command a large private army.

3.) As a migrant in Delhi myself I like books from migrants in some other countries and their experiences one of my favourites is Nigerian author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie – Americanah.

What is the best thing you learn from your students?

There are multiple things,
1.) They are smart, they are sharp which motivates me to be the same
2.) Multi-tasking – My MBA students are doing multiple things at the same time

for example
If you send them an e-mail at 7 p.m. for 60 pager report due next morning, they will submit it to my table, That kind of confidence and multitasking. They end up doing courses, Assignments, Quizzes, conclaves, Placements, Evening parties, and a lot more things. This kind of multitasking I want to learn from them.
"Research is formalized curiosity. It is poking and prying with a purpose."
- Zora Neale Hurston

The impact of professor’s work is visible through his presence in both the lists and in the Business and Management category, he has been ranked two in India in the Single Year Category.

We got a chance to interview Prof Arpan Kar sir to understand more about his work and here are the highlights

Prof. Arpan Kumar Kar (Fellow, XLRI) is currently Amar S Gupta Chair Professor in the Information Systems area in the Department of Management Studies, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi. Apart from holding important administrative positions, he has been the recipient of numerous awards for his teaching and research work from the institution as well as other organizations. His research and teaching interests are in the domain of data science, digital transformation, internet ecosystems, social media, and ICT-based public policy.

• What aspires you to choose a career in academics?

While doing my Master’s and Ph.D. and having spent some time spent in corporate while working for IBM and Cognizant, I came to the realization that learning and growth in any organization happen with respect to certain company-defined KPIs where there is less chance to explore but I wanted to pursue fields as per my interests and which are aligned to allow me to grow in the long run. So, I chose to continue along with this path of teaching and research.
• What is the difference between research work in India and foreign universities?

In India, a very frequent challenge is that academicians are hard-pressed against time as well as the student-teacher ratios are very skewed as compared to foreign counterparts. In general barring top institutions like IITs, the teaching hours are very high and they are more geared towards becoming a teaching ecosystem and not research centers. So, purely due to lack of time and engaged bandwidth, faculties do not get enough time to focus on research work.

So, there is too much teaching load and administrative load. Also, the access to resources for undertaking research is not sufficient there as compared to institutions in say, USA or Singapore, which run in millions, while in India, sponsored project budgets are very less, around 7% compared to the foreign ones. Funds and budgets are essential for laboratories and for pursuing complex experiments. But a unique ability is that Indians can create their own ecosystem which helps them to publish in recent journals.

The institutions earlier also didn’t use to focus on rankings but with NIRF, QS, and others, there is a focus in this area and so institutions in India are allowing faculties to indulge in research. So, if we see the European and Indian ecosystems or Australia, the research is at par with them but we need a jump to reach the North American system.

• What is the best thing you learn from your students?

I teach digital marketing and every year, a new feature or platform comes along, and there is so much learning involved as I get to know new features, platforms, and business models, etc. So, this is one of the things which I like.

• What is your favourite movie or any recommendation for us?

I watch a lot of fictional movies. One that I really enjoyed watching was ‘The Man from Earth’. It is a classical movie in which a group of professors from the American ecosystem are deliberating on a hypothetical situation and this situation tries to wrestle with logic, and scientific knowledge and tries to create devil’s advocate among professors in terms of bench-pressing logic and in terms of following a storyline that is widely possible yet impossible. Possible because there is very little that we know about the systems even now with today’s knowledge and impossible because it doesn’t adhere to our common logic or understanding. So the entire story unfolds in a single room and the storytelling following it is really beautiful.
MBA BATCH 2022-24

The CRs and members of other various committees are inducted after a series of rigorous processes; the list is as follows.

ALUMNI RELATIONS COMMITTEE

Aditya Savant
Akhil Kolapalli
Harshad Karamchandani
Kartikeya Mittal
Sherin S Babu
Tejal Chauhan
Vaibhav Sharma

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Amrutha Sai K
Abhishek Saini
Jahnavi Singh
Nandan Kumar
Piyush Shrivast
Raghvendra Dalmia
Sachin Rathod
Vedant Harshavardhan
INDUSTRY INTERACTION COMMITTEE

Abhishek Kumar
Ashutosh Dwivedi
Joshua K Ninan
Kaavya Rawat
Prateek Sharma
Sakshi Yadav
Shubham Bhargava
Tarun Naithani

MEDIA & PR CELL

Kripashankar Dhusiya
Nilesh Mishra
Rasmita Bariha
Shivendra Singh Kushwaha
Shubham Bansal
Tanuj Gupta
Tarun Kumar Tiwari
Vijjina Vivek Surya Teja
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE

Devansh Agrawal
Harikesh Kumar
Gayatri W Badhiye
Ushashi Adhikary
Prateek Jindal
Manish Kumar

NIVAH COMMITTEE

Ashutosh Yadav
Biruda Sandeep Kumar
Chopperla Durga Prasad
Mayank Tyagi
Meesala Ratan Babu
Nitish Khatana
Sakshi Sharma
Shipra Rajvansh
PLACEMENT PREPARATION COMMITTEE

Aiswarya Donthi
Devendra Jadhav
Himalaya Singh Sengar
Manish Kumar Tiwari
Navin Kumar Singh
Roshini V S
Sagarika Panda
Shrishti Singh
Siddharth R Taklikar

SASHAKT- ENTREPRENEURSHIP COMMITTEE

Ajay Vamsi Krishna Rachakulla
Ayush Mittal
Debadrita Saha
Guguloth Naveen
Kalicheti Mohan Hanish Kumar Reddy
Mohit Jain
Pathanaboina Amarkanth
Soham Singh Brajesh Singh
SPORTS COMMITTEE

Bikram Kumar Das
Gujarkar Lahu
Kamod Lokhande
Prajwal K
Priyansh Singh
Rajdeep Naskar
Sagar Mewar
Satyam Saran

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Anubhav Kumar Maurya
Asadi Tharun
Tanya Naushad

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 2022–24

Section - A
Shivam Swarup

Section - B
Alisha Jain
Cityscape

This abstract theme of cities or the modern life of today's generation not only depicts industrialization, rat race and everything mechanic but the sun behind resembles that there is hope at the end of the day to choose a path which is less travelled. And one should take that risk to follow his/her passion beyond this technological cage.

- Debadrita Saha
City wrapped in petrichor

Breaking the monotonous theme of cities during monsoons. During monsoons the most basic feelings are of depression and gloom. Also most of the monsoon city paintings represent these topics only by using shabby shades of colours and concepts. But my kind of monsoon is jolly, energetic and colourful which truly represents the lanes of Kolkata during monsoon. Filled with affection and excitement of getting drenched, dancing in the rhythm of the rains. That’s why my painting depicts a city life filled with colours, happiness which also has a reflection on the other side of the city life.

- Debadrita Saha